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under power and metal area constraints.
Estimating the power and performance of equalized interconnects is
difficult due to the link’s complex
nature. In equalized interconnects, the
communication channel consists of
circuit parasitic and wire components,
and the equalized pulse shape determines both the performance (achievable data rate and
latency) and power consumption. To support fast
quantitative estimation, we developed a modeling and
optimization framework of equalized interconnects
and demonstrated their energy efficiency benefits over
repeaters in a 90-nm technology node.6 Using this tool,
we identified trade-offs of repeated and equalized
interconnects for various NoC scenarios in a 32-nm
technology node. By exploring the interconnect
design space, we obtain the optimized interconnect
metrics necessary for a higher-level NoC architecture
study. Results from our design space exploration
indicate that using equalized interconnects instead
of repeated interconnects provides significant latency
(at least 23) and energy (up to 103) savings for 5-mm
to 15-mm express lanes in global-routing layers. At
lower metal layers, the energy efficiency benefits
diminish, with a breakpoint occurring at the M5 and
M6 semiglobal layers; however, the latency benefits
remain.

Editor’s note:
As the number of cores increases and on- and off-chip bandwidth demand
rises, it is becoming increasingly more difficult to rely on conventional
interconnects and remain within the chip power budget. This article explores
leveraging equalization for global and semi-global long interconnects to
overcome this problem.
—Li-Shiuan Peh, Princeton University

&MULTICORE PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES with

increased parallelism, modularity, and hardware customizations may be the only way to continue scaling
processor performance under power constraints.1,2
This promise hinges on the assumption that the power
overhead of communication between modules is far
smaller than the power used for computation, and
hence requires an energy-efficient network-on-chip
(NoC). Emerging multicore designs will require
distributed switching and a relatively large NoC.
One example is the 80-core Intel Terascale NoC,2
which Intel designed using traditional repeated
interconnects under power and area constraints. This
NoC has limited energy efficiency because of the
inherent trade-offs in repeated wires and poor wire
scaling with technology scaling.3 To improve the
bandwidth and latency of long on-chip wires, designers have started focusing on equalized interconnects.4,5
Although equalization was originally used to improve
speed,4 it also offers energy efficiency.5,6 In both
repeated and equalized interconnects, truly optimizing the interconnect means jointly optimizing the
circuits and wire parameters for best performance
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Hierarchical-design considerations
Optimizing an NoC’s performance under tight
power and metal area constraints requires a cross-
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layer design approach. Our
tool optimizes performance across the circuit
and network layers. Using
an interconnect model (repeated or equalized), circuit designers can provide
a set of trade-off curves
and link metrics to enable
evaluation of various NoC
topologies under power
and area constraints. With
these metrics, combined Figure 1. Example link lengths for possible application of equalized interconnects in
with switch and router various network-on-chip (NoC) topologies: 5-mm mesh links (a); 5-mm and 10-mm
models, designers can bal- concentrated mesh (Cmesh) links (b); and 5-mm, 10-mm, and 15-mm flattened butterfly
ance resources (power links (c).
and area) for various NoC
topologies. They can then
apply NoC benchmarks to extract the network 5 mm, 10 mm, or 15 mm. Because these express lanes
performance for different applications, propagating aren’t free, we examine the trade-offs of repeated and
the decision to lower levels of the design hierarchy.
equalized interconnects for these example distances
to provide metrics for network-level analysis of various
NoC topologies under global power and area conInterconnection scenarios
straints.
A mesh network often serves as a baseline for
multicore NoCs because of its simplicity, modularity, NoC interconnect metrics and
and reasonable bandwidth efficiency. Advanced NoC interconnect optimization
topologies, such as concentrated mesh (Cmesh) and
In metal-area and power-constrained NoC designs,
flattened butterfly, improve latency and power con- we want to maximize the aggregated data rate (Da ) of
sumption for the same total cross-sectional bandwidth interconnect bundles through given cross-sectional
by adding long-distance interconnects (or express metal width (wc ), while satisfying the target latency
lanes).7
and given interconnect power constraints. This
By reducing the latency and energy cost of these problem is equivalent to maximizing data rate density
long-distance interconnects, equalization can make (dd), which we can find by dividing the data rate by
these NoC topologies even more beneficial in a power- each interconnect’s cross-sectional width while keepconstrained setting. Figure 1 presents scenarios in ing the target latency and power constraints. We also
which equalization can play a role in a 64-core consider power consumption: Regardless of the
processor NoC. Because today’s typical processor number of interconnects in the NoC, the fair
edge length is around 10 mm to 20 mm,2 we assume a comparison of the energy cost is the amount of energy
20 mm 3 20 mm high-end processor die size. to send 1 bit. Therefore, the interconnect bundle
Figure 1a depicts the topology of a mesh network optimization problem is equivalent to the following
with four cores per router,7 connected with 5-mm-long optimization problem for each interconnect:
links. Figure 1b shows a Cmesh topology with 10-mmMaximize dd
long express lanes along the processor edges, improving message congestion and latency. The flattened
subject to Td ƒ target latency constraint
butterfly in Figure 1c uses additional 10-mm and 15ð1Þ
Eb ƒ target energy cost constraint
mm links to further improve throughput and latency by
fully connecting routers within each row and column.
For these die dimensions, the interconnect distances where dd 5 Da/wc (Gbps/mm), Td is the actual latency
required in other NoC topologies are usually around (in ps), and Eb is the actual energy cost (in pJ/bit).
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Repeater insertion in RC-dominant wires
Early studies of repeater insertion mostly focused
on optimizing delay.8 More recent studies have
explored delay-energy products,3 with energy efficiency gaining importance. Other studies suggest optimizing data rate density using wave pipelining.9 However,
none of these design methods handle all three major
metrics (data rate density, energy per bit, and latency)
simultaneously, which is our goal (Equation 1). Here,
we extend previous work by deriving approximate
formulas for these metrics, enabling fast computation
and intuitive understanding of this multidimensional
repeater optimization.
For the best performance and power efficiency, we
use wave-pipelined interconnects rather than flip-flop
pipelines. In wave pipelining, a transmitter can launch
multiple bits, one after another, as long as no
interference among bits occurs at the receiver.9 In
long repeated interconnects, multiple bits can thus be
in flight at the same time.
We optimize wire width (w), space (s), repeater
size (wn), and segment length (l ) for Equation 1. We
express the repeater delay using Bakoglu’s formula as

Td ~ ðL=gl ÞTs ~ ðN=gÞTs

ð4Þ

We can understand Equation 4 from the Elmore
delay model’s RC time constant by noting that both the
delay of one segment (Td/N ) and Ts (for 95% signal
swing) are approximately proportional to the segment’s time constant:
Nd ~ Td =Ts ~ N=g

ð5Þ

By restating Equation 4 for a normalized delay Nd
5 Td/Ts, we can derive an intuitive formulation in
Equation 5, which simply states that the ratio of the
delay to the minimum toggling period is approximately proportional to the number of stages. Therefore,
even for a given energy budget Eb, we can trade off Td
and Ts. Using Equations 2 through 4 and optimizing
parameters w, s, wn, and l for optimization goals
(Equation 1), we can generate 3D trade-offs between
energy, latency, and data rate density metrics for
repeated interconnects.

Equalization of RC-dominant wires
Td ~

ð2Þ
ða z bÞRv Cg
Rv Cw
lRw Cw
L
z
z aRw Cg wn
z
l
wn
2
where L is the wire length, Rv is the resistance of NMOS
per unit gate width, Cg is the gate capacitance per unit
gate width, and a and b are two technology-dependent
constants from the ratio of parasitic capacitance of
NMOS and PMOS, respectively.8
Ho derived the energy per bit as


cr L
2
2
Eb & act Cw LVDD
z
ðae z be ÞCg wn VDD
ð3Þ
l
where act is the activity factor; VDD is the supply
voltage; ae and be are technology-dependent constants
computed from the amount of charge stored in
inverters’ gate and drain parasitic capacitances; and
cr is a technology-dependent constant (typically
slightly larger than 1), representing the power consumption due to crowbar currents.3
To address data rate density, we relate the delay
and data rate in Equation 4, where N is the number of
segments, Ts is the bit time (minimum toggling
period), and g is the technology-dependent constant
(whose typical value is around 4).
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Rather than inserting repeaters, we can use signalconditioning techniques such as equalization to
overcome the wire bandwidth limitations on a pointto-point link. Figure 2a shows an example equalizer
over RC-dominant wires. Figure 2b plots example
waveforms of unequalized and equalized pulse
responses. Without equalization, a transmitted pulse
(dashed bold line in Figure 2b) disperses over a long
wire, arriving at the receiver attenuated and with a
long tail, causing intersymbol interference (ISI) (solid
bold curve in Figure 2b), which limits the data rate. ISI
limits the maximum data rate because the transmitter
can send the next bit only after the previous bit’s ISI tail
diminishes.
In an equalized interconnect, a transmitter feedforward equalizer (FFE) uses a finite impulse response
(FIR) filter to shape the transmitted pulse (dashed
nonbold line in Figure 2b) so the received response
has smaller and shorter ISI (solid nonbold curve in
Figure 2b), allowing higher data rate. In addition to
the FFE, a one-tap decision feedback equalizer (DFE)
at the receiver cancels the first trailing ISI tap, relaxing
the FFE. In the frequency domain, the FFE effectively
attenuates the transmitted signal’s low frequencies to
match the wire loss at higher frequencies when the
signal arrives at the receiver. Therefore, a highly
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sensitive differential regenerative receiver recovers the transmitted bit value.
Equalization improves the latency
close to that of the speed of light.4 The
propagation velocity at high frequency in
the RC-dominant channel draws near to
the speed of light, whereas at low
frequency it’s far slower. Unlike the case
for a repeated interconnect, equalization
uses the fast-propagation velocity at high
frequencies and thus achieves small
latency.4 By shaping the transmitter
pulse, the FFE also shapes the received
signal’s phase, so the receiver observes
the constant delay over the baseband
frequency range after sampling. This
equalized delay is the channel-propagation delay at the Nyquist frequency, as
we explain later.
Equalization also improves the transmission’s energy efficiency. A transmitting FFE’s output voltage swing is attenuated along the wire. For example,
although the FFE output swings rail to
rail, the received voltage typically swings
50 mV to 100 mV because of high
attenuation in the channel. This mechanism effectively reduces the total amount
of charge that the FFE driver must inject
into the wire, unlike the case in which
the repeater drives all wire capacitance
rail to rail.
Because the smaller signal amplitude
requires less charge for a long capacitive
wire, and a narrower pulse response Figure 2. Example equalizer circuit over RC-dominant wires (a) and
allows a higher data rate, equalized unequalized and equalized pulse responses (b). (DFE: decision feedback
interconnects can have a better perfor- equalizer.) (We generated this figure from our earlier work.6)
mance-power trade-off than repeaters,
depending on the equalizer circuit and
strongly coupled with the channel’s transfer function
wire characteristics.
Figure 2a shows a physical implementation of the and the interconnect density. Driver size wLCM
equalized interconnect with available design param- affects both the channel transfer function and the
T
eters (Vs, Vp, w, s, wLCM, wT, and y1), which we driver’s power consumption. FFE coefficients w (5
optimize for Equation 1. In this example, we w1 w2 … wn_FFE), DFE tap y1, and sampling timing
segment the low-common-mode (LCM) driver to Td are the key parameters affecting the link eye
form the FFE.10 An LCM driver consists of a digitally opening. In addition to Equation 1, we add conprogrammable voltage divider. Signal supply voltage straints on eye opening and target latency in
Vs and predriver supply voltage Vp directly affect the Equation 6 to guarantee that the received signal is
signal swing and the power consumption. The wire sampled at the proper time and that the eye is large
width (w) and the space between wires (s) are enough to be sensed.
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Figure 3. Thevenin equivalent model of equalized interconnect with power-consumption
breakdown. (LCM: low common mode.) (We generated this figure from our earlier work.6)

Maximize dd

tion, similar to the logical effort model. We model the
wire as a lossy transmission line:

subject to Td ~ target latency



~ Ts =2 z ðnmain { 1ÞTs
%T ð fN Þ
{
2pfN
Eb ƒ target energy cost
eye § 50 mV

zo

zc

zc

zo

yo

yc

yc

yo


~ Z ~ R z jvL

ð7Þ

~ Y ~ G z jvC

ð8Þ

ð6Þ




The greatest challenge in equalized interconnects is where zo and yo are the wire’s through impedance and
modeling the link transmission quality (eye opening or admittance per wire length, zc and yc are the wire’s
bit error rate), performance, and power metrics, while crosstalk impedance and admittance per wire length;
jointly tuning the circuit and wire parameters. Our R, L, G, and C are 2 3 2 RLGC matrices (where G is
6
earlier work suggested an efficient modeling approach conductance) of wires; j is a complex number
(square root of 21), and v is the angular frequency.
and verified the modeling quality (channel transfer
Equation 9 shows the link’s through- and crosstalkfunction, eye diagram, and power model accuracy)
transfer functions.
using Spice simulation.6 The model provides fast
design space exploration over millions of design
T ðvÞ & Tcom ðvÞ z Tdiff ðvÞ
points, letting the tool choose the best design within
a practical design space.
ð9Þ
Figure 3 shows a linearized circuit model of the
Tc ðvÞ & Tcom ðvÞ { Tdiff ðvÞ
links in Figure 2a. To model the crosstalk, we analyze
two driver-receiver pairs simultaneously. The Thevenin
equivalent voltage sources controlled by the program- where Tcom(v) and Tdiff(v) are the common and
mable voltage divider model the LCM driver, whereas differential mode transfer functions between adjacent
the far-end load capacitors model the receiver input channels. With good accuracy, we derive the transfer
capacitance. We derived driver parasitic resistance function’s closed-form solution in Equation 9 in terms of
and capacitance from Spice models using lineariza- Tcom(v) and Tdiff(v), as defined in Equations 10 and 11:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e{d ðzo z zc Þðyo z yc Þ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð10Þ
Tcom ðvÞ ~
!!
!
ðzo z zc Þ
ðyo z yc Þ
jvCL
z1
1 z Rs
z jvCs
ðyo z yc Þ
ðzo z zc Þ
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Tdiff ðvÞ ~

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e{d ðzo { zc Þðyo { yc Þ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!!
!
ðzo { zc Þ
ðyo { yc Þ
jvCL
z1
1 z Rs
z jvCs
ðyo { yc Þ
ð zo { zc Þ

ð11Þ

where d is the wire length, CL is the receiver input capacitance, Rs is the driver parasitic resistance, and Cs is
the driver parasitic capacitance.
By ignoring crosstalk terms (zc 5 yc 5 0), we can further simplify the transfer function:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2e{d jvRo Co
T ðvÞ & 
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

Ro
jvCo
z 1 1 z Rs
jvCL
z jvCs
jvCo
Ro

Equation 12 tells us that the overall transfer function
has exponential dependencies on wire length and
operating frequency. In a typical link design, the signal
amplitude at the receiver is far smaller than the supply
rail because of the high loss in the channel. We
therefore choose the sampling phase for the maximal
eye opening. In a 1-tap DFE over an RC-dominant link,
we can approximate the latency that maximizes the
vertical eye opening as
Td & Ts =2 z ðnmain { 1ÞTs {

%T ð fN Þ
2pfN

ðnmain { 1ÞTs
is the precursor flip-flop delay in the FFE, and
{

%T ð fN Þ
2pfN

is the propagation delay over the wire at the Nyquist
frequency.6 The exponential term
e

frequency, and the value draws near to the speed of
light at the link’s Nyquist frequencies in the multi-GHz
range, leading to low latency in Equation 13.
After we compute the optimal latency, we use the
rail-constrained least-mean-square-error (LMSE) algorithm to get a fast closed-form solution for the FFE
coefficients6:


wlmse

{1
H Tisi H isi z H Tc H c
hsig
~
 T
{1
T
T
hsig H isi H isi z H c H c
hsig

e lmse
w

wlmse
~
kwlmse kl

ð13Þ

where Ts is the symbol period, and nmain is the index of
the FFE’s main tap (typically 0 or 1). Ts/2 is the time
duration from the pulse edge to its center. The term

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
{d
jvRo Co

in Equation 12 comes from the RC-dominant transmission line, and gives us imprecise but intuitive
propagation velocity:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2v
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ro Co
This propagation velocity strongly depends on the

ð12Þ

ð14Þ

where wlmse is the vector of the FFE coefficients,
,lmse is the normalobtained via the LMSE method; w
ized vector of the FFE coefficients, obtained by
normalizing wlmse; Hisi and Hc are the ISI and crosstalk
matrices; and hsig is a vector computed from the
sampled raw-pulse response.6 Under the assumption
that ISI typically reduces the eye opening from 20% to
70% of the signal amplitude, we can derive the
following equation to predict the eye opening from
the channel’s frequency response:


Y ð0Þ
2
eye & ð1 { aisi Þ
z
jY ð fN Þj
Ts
Ts
ð15Þ
Y ð f Þ ~ Ts sincð f Ts Þe{jpf Ts T ð f ÞLð f Þw
h
i
Lð f Þ ~ 1 e{j2pf Ts . . . e{jpf Ts ðnFFE { 1Þ
where aisi is the nonnegative coefficient less than 1
(typically around 0.5), nFFE is the number of FFE taps,
fN is the Nyquist frequency, Y(f ) is the frequency
spectrum of the pulse at the receiver input, and L(f ) is
a vector of the transfer-function representation of flip-
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flop delay in the FFE. Equation 15 indicates that the
eye opening strongly depends on the voltage level at
DC (f 5 0) and at the Nyquist frequency of the
transmitted pulse equalized by the FFE.
In the equalized interconnect, the driver draws
most of the energy because a long wire is a large
capacitive load. The receiver typically burns 20% to
30% of the link energy, according to our implementation estimates. We therefore focus mostly on modeling
driver power dissipation. Figure 3 also shows the
energy dissipation model of the equalized interconnect. We estimate the predriver energy EPre from the
total inverter capacitance sized to drive the LCM driver
at a desired data rate (represented by the effective fanout factor EF ):


1=EF Cgpre z Cdpre
EPre ~ a
1 { 1=EF
Cgpre
ð16Þ
|CgLCM wLCM Vp2
where a is the activity factor, Cgpre and Cdpre are the
gate and drain capacitances of the predriver per unit
width, CgLCM is the gate capacitance per unit width of
the LCM driver, wLCM is the driver size, and Vp is the
predriver’s supply voltage.
We compute the energy dissipated to charge the
driver’s parasitic capacitances Eactive and wire load Ew
from the spectrum of current and voltage in the
frequency domain using Parseval’s theorem and the
transfer function from Equations 9 through 12:
?
ð

Eactive ~

jVo ð f Þj2

{?


Re 1
?
ð

Ew ~



Rs z

1
j2pfCs z Yw ð f Þ

df

jVo ð f Þj2
ð18Þ

{?


Re

ð17Þ

Yw ð f Þ
1 z ð j2pfCs z Yw ð f ÞÞRs


df

where Re{ } represents the real part of each respective
complex number. The short-circuit energy EscDrv
dissipated by the current through the resistive divider
in the equalizing driver is
V2
ð19Þ
SEscDrv T ~ s 1 { kwk22 Ts
4Rs
In power- and area-constrained design, the optimizer
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tries to keep the eye opening constant (for example, at
50 mV) for signaling robustness, while adjusting other
parameters to meet the optimization goal (Equation 6)
over various data rate densities and thus extract the
trade-off curves for link performance metrics (data rate
density, energy per bit, and latency).
Unlike repeater interconnects, in which designers
can trade latency for throughput and power by
inserting more stages, the equalized interconnect’s
latency is tied to the signal phase delay at a given
Nyquist rate (to maximize the eye opening). Hence,
the equalized interconnects have a single latency
value for a given energy per bit and data rate density.

Comparison of equalized and repeated
interconnects
Using our modeling framework, we examine the
trade-offs of equalized and repeated interconnects
projected to the 32-nm technology node under the
NoC scenarios we discussed earlier. Table 1 summarizes the interconnect scenarios and parameter setup
for the 32-nm technology node.11,12
Figure 4a shows the energy cost versus data rate
density of equalized global and semiglobal wires (M9,
M6). As wire length increases, the energy cost per bit
increases dramatically, as Equation 12 predicted. On
the other hand, the propagation delay decreases as
data rate density increases, as Figure 4b shows. This is
clear from Equation 13: First, as the data rate density
increases, the link data rate generally also increases,
so the delay term proportional to Ts decreases.
Second, as we explained earlier, the channel propagation term
{

%T ð fN Þ
2pfN

decreases because of the phase delay’s frequency
dependency, as the data rate (and thus the Nyquist
frequency) increases.6
Figure 5 compares the trade-off contours of repeated interconnects to the equalized interconnect tradeoff curve with the energy cost label. Each contour of
the repeater trade-off surface represents the equivalent
energy level. The energy contours indicate the
sensitivity of the trade-off between data rate density
and latency for a given energy budget. In the M9 metal
layer, the plots show that repeated interconnects cost
33 to 103 more energy than equalized interconnects
for the same range of data rate densities but have at
least 23 higher latency.
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Table 1. Simulation setup for interconnect trade-off generation.
Feature

Description

Die size

20 mm 3 20 mm

NoC topologies

Mesh, Cmesh, flattened butterfly

Wire length

5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm

Metal level

M6 semiglobal wire, M9 global wire

Technology

32 nm, copper, low-k interconnect

Parameters

M6 semiglobal wire

M9 global wire

Effective dielectric constant

2.3

2.3

Interlayer dielectric thickness

400 nm

800 nm

Metal thickness

403 nm

576 nm

In the M6 metal layer, the equalized interconnect’s
energy efficiency gain is smaller than in the M9 metal
layer because of poorer wire resistance and higher
capacitance per unit length. Still, the equalized
interconnect’s latency benefit is about 23 better than
that of the repeated interconnect in both layers. The
high attenuation in the M6 layer doesn’t significantly
affect phase delay in the equalized interconnect but
requires many repeater stages, resulting in poor delay,
as Equation 4 predicted.
Table 2 shows the optimal wire pitch and width,
and the total driver width of the equalized interconnect. It also shows the wire pitch and width of the
repeated interconnect whose latency is closest to the
equalized interconnect in the M6 and M9 metal layers.
As the data rate density increases, the wire pitch
decreases to increase the density, and the wire width
increases to reduce the
wire resistance. The table
also summarizes the total
driver width, which is the
sum of each repeater width
for the repeated interconnects. The repeater is significantly larger than the
equalizer to overcome the
inherit repeater delay.
OUR

rate densities than repeated interconnects. The
advantage of equalized interconnects over repeaters
is larger in global layers than semiglobal layers,
implying that reverse wire scaling will make equalized
interconnects even more attractive in the future. The
improved latency and energy efficiency of long
(10 mm and 15 mm) equalized wires makes the long
express lanes more affordable, further improving
the efficiency of advanced NoC topologies such as
Cmesh or flattened butterfly over a standard mesh
topology.
&
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of equalized and
repeated interconnects projected to the 32-nm process
node shows that equalized
interconnects offer 23 to
103 better energy efficiency and at least 23 better
latency for the same data
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Figure 4. Trade-offs of equalized interconnect over M9 and M6 metal wire: energy
versus data rate density (a) and latency versus data rate density (b). (M9: metal-layer
level for global wire; M6: metal-layer level for semiglobal wire.)
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Table 2. Optimal wire pitch and width, and driver width of equalized (E) and repeated (R) interconnects over
5-mm, 10-mm, and 15-mm wire on M6 and M9 metal layers.
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